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Online Asthma Game
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www.starlight.org/asthma

Life’s a mission. This is your quest.

Congratulations! Cyrus (Cuba Gooding, Jr.) has picked YOU to help him defeat a slimy,
self-important team of asthma villains with a wicked agenda. These villains are trying to
convince kids everywhere that asthma is an unmanageable force. Hmmm ... sounds like
a challenge.
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About the Game

As you set off on your Quest, Cyrus will be there by your side to give you important information,
special tips and fun facts about asthma. With cool online animations, real-world scenarios,
and uber-cool celebrity voiceovers to help teach you how to cope with your asthma the villains
won’t stand a chance! You’ll collect the lost pieces of the Quest code and put them back
together again! Remember, you have the knowledge and power to complete the task at hand.
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Take an interactive tour inside your body and learn how
asthma and asthma medications affect the lungs.
Voiced by Cuba Gooding, Jr.

Red Alert: Early Warning Signs
and Asthma Symptoms

He may be a cockroach but he sure knows his stuff.
Take on General Robo-Roach as he challenges you
to distinguish between the early warning signs and true asthma
symptoms. Voiced by General H. Norman Schwarzkopf
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Take Control! The Quest Continues…

Having asthma can be hard but you don’t have to let it get you
down. Only you have the power to take control of your life and
fight asthma head on! Every day is a quest and the missing pieces
are all around. Remember, the more you know the more power
you have to prevent and control asthma attacks.
Visit www.starlight.org/asthma.

For Kids 7-15
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Tool Time: Medication Devices

No number two pencils necessary for Chalktisa’s
interactive test. How well do you know how to
use the different asthma medication devices?
Take our quiz and see! Voiced by Glenn Close
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Don’t Hold Your Breath: The Lung Tour
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